Large Format Trimmers

®

Professional Rotary Series

Rotary Trimmers are the new generation of paper cutters. Designed
for safety and accuracy, the cutting blades are encased in a plastic
housing that virtually eliminates the
chance of injury. The rotary action
of these trimmers allows the blade
to cut in either direction and sharpen itself as it cuts. It's this self-sharpening action that produces a clean
burr-free cut and guarantees many
years of smooth, precise cutting.
Dahle now offers a line of large format rotary trimmers designed for
performance and accuracy. This
Professional Series offers a cutting
capacity of up to 14 sheets (model
556 S) or 12 sheets (model 558 S)
of paper at a time. These commer-
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cial grade trimmers feature a self
sharpening blade and automatic
clamping system to securely hold
your work in place. A metal stand
with paper catch offers a stable and
secure mounting solution for the
trimmer. This stand also maximizes floor space while providing an
optimal and comfortable height for
trimming. This trimmer is the perfect solution for cutting oversize paper, large format images, and press
sheets.
Dahle Professional Series large format rotary trimmers are available
in 37 3⁄4" and 51 1⁄8" cutting lengths.
They are the preferred choice among
professional photographers, print
shops, and graphic design agencies.

up to

7 Sheet
Capacity

Auto Clamp German
Self
System
Sharpening
Engineered

Lifetime
Warranty

Features
• Blade is encased in protective housing
• Cuts up to 14 sheets of paper at a time (556 S)
• Self sharpening blade cuts in both directions
• Automatic paper clamp holds work securely
• Sturdy metal base with preprinted guides
• Includes stand for optimal trimming height
• Imprinted protractor for angled cuts
• German Engineered for precision & accuracy

®

Dahle North America, Inc.
49 Vose Farm Road
Peterborough, NH 03458
(800) 995.1379 / www.dahle.com

Features a ground self-sharpening rotary
blade that cuts in either direction.

Automatic clamp holds work securely and
prevents shifting while trimming.

Specifications
Item

Cut Length

Capacity

Dimensions

556 S
558 S

37 3⁄4"
51 1/8"

14 Sheets
12 Sheets

45 1/2" x 14 1/8"
58 1/2" x 14 1/8"

Authorized Dealer

Large Format Trimmers
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Premium Rotary Series
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Rotary Trimmers are the new generation of paper cutters. Designed
for safety and accuracy, the cutting blades are encased in a plastic
housing that virtually eliminates the
chance of injury. The rotary action
of these trimmers allows the blade to
cut in either direction and sharpen
itself as it cuts. It's this self-sharpening action that produces a clean
burr-free cut and guarantees many
years of smooth, precise cutting.

walled aluminum guide rod which
provides maximum strength with
minimal side movement of the cutting head. These commercial grade
trimmers are perfect for cutting
oversize paper, large format images,
and press sheets. A metal stand with
paper catch offers a stable and secure
mounting solution for the trimmer.
This stand also maximizes floor
space while providing an optimal and
comfortable height for trimming.

Dahle now offers a line of large
format rotary trimmers designed for
performance and accuracy. This Premium Series offers a cutting capacity
of up to 22 sheets (model 446 S) or
20 sheets (model 448 S) of paper at a
time as well as mat board. This performance is made possible by a thick

Dahle Premium Series large format
rotary trimmers are available in 36
3⁄4", 51 1/8", and 72" cutting lengths.
They are the preferred choice among
professional photographers, picture
framers, and print and copy shops.

Adjustable guide can be mounted on either side
of the trimmer to easily line up repetitive cuts.

Features a ground self-sharpening rotary blade
that cuts in either direction.

up to

22 Sheet
Capacity

Auto Clamp German
Self
System
Sharpening
Engineered

Lifetime
Warranty

Features
• Blade is encased in protective housing
• Cuts up to 22 sheets of paper at a time (446 S)
• Easily trims standard size mat board
• Self-sharpening blade cuts in both directions
• Automatic paper clamp holds work securely
• Sturdy metal base with preprinted guides
• Includes stand for optimal trimming height
• Imprinted protractor for angled cuts
• German Engineered for precision and accuracy
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(800) 995.1379 / www.dahle.com

Specifications
Item

Cut Length

Capacity

Dimensions

Floor Stand

446 S
448 S
472 S

36 1⁄8"
51 1/8"
72"

22 Sheets
20 Sheets
12 Sheets

44 1/8" x 15 1/8"
59" x 15 1/8"
79 1/2" x 15 1/8"

# 796
# 798
# 799

Authorized Dealer
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472 S Premium Rotary Trimmer

Dahle’s 472S Premium Rotary Trimmer offers six feet of superior cutting
performance. It features all the benefits you’d expect from our Premium Series, along with a sturdy metal
stand and paper catch. This stand
is set at the perfect height for trimming, and is ideal for those with limited work space.
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The Dahle 472 S is a German Engineered commercial grade tool, with
the ability to cleanly cut oversize
banners, mat board, and fine art paper with the highest level of accuracy.
It features a ground rotary blade, and
a self-sharpening cutting system that
cuts and sharpens in either direction.
This action maintains the blade’s precision graduated edge, allowing it to
remove even the tiniest sliver of paper, and produce a clean, burr free
cut – each and every time.

up to

12 Sheet
Capacity

Auto Clamp German
Self
System
Sharpening
Engineered

As with all Dahle products, safety is
at the forefront of design. To keep
hands in the safe zone, the trimmer’s
blade is almost entirely enclosedwhich virtually eliminates the chance
of injury. Holding your work securely is no longer necessary. The integrated, automatic clamping system
provides even pressure, and prevents
your work from shifting. For measuring, this base contains carefully
screened guides, and an adjustable
backstop – which is the easiest way
to ensure consistent accuracy during
repetitive cutting.
The included metal stand (Dahle
799) offers a stable base for this six
foot trimmer. The Dahle 472 S Premium Rotary Trimmer is the preferred choice among professional
photographers, sign makers, and
print & copy shops.

Lifetime
Warranty

Features
• Cuts up to 12 sheets of paper at a time
• Machine ground rotary blade is encased in a
protective housing for safety
• Easily trims standard size mat board
• Self-sharpening blade cuts in both directions
• Automatic paper clamp holds work securely
• Sturdy metal base with preprinted guides
• Includes stand for optimal trimming height
• Imprinted protractor for angled cuts

Adjustable guide can be mounted on either side
of the trimmer to easily line up repetitive cuts.

Features a ground self-sharpening rotary blade
that cuts in either direction.

Specifications
Item

Cut Length

Capacity

Dimensions

Floor Stand

472 S

72"

12 Sheets

79 1/2" x 15 1/8"

# 799

• German Engineered for precision and accuracy
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Authorized Dealer

